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Abstract:  

The primary objective of patent retrieval is the quest for applicable legal documents for a given application. 

Patent retrieval processes can differ considerably, reliant on the basis of different recovery tasks. Determining 

the patentability of the patent application is difficult, i.e. determining whether or not a similar invention has 

been written. Hence, using the patent document as the application would be beneficial, this could minimize 

labor cost and time consuming. However, locating the applicable previous art by means of the whole patent 

document as an enquiry is not a straightforward job; as such a request is composed of thousands of words which 

cannot reflect a concentrated need for information. In this survey Our approach is based on patent review, patent 

description to obtain successful research in patent retrieval, & further to patent document summarization 

Keywords— Patent Analysis, text mining, comparative summarization, Extractive   summarization 

Introduction  

Patent records contain important findings of the study. However, they are lengthy and dense in technical and 

legal jargon so interpreting them requires a lot of human effort. Advanced devices are in high demand for 

assisting patent research. When a consumer conducts a patent mining quest, a large number of items (patents, 

businesses, and inventors) will return. Digesting the appropriate amount of information is often costly to the 

consumer. The system will create a succinct and descriptive description for the returned objects automatically, 

so that the user can easily capture a global picture before clicking-and displaying each object. The following 

criteria should be met by a high-quality review: (1) cover the critical information in the returned items, (2) is 

also important for the query and (3) reduce redundancy in the created description. To solve the question of 

patent description we suggest a maximum method of coverage. The idea is to pick a set of representative 

sentences as the description for a question of the returned objects. The procedure consists of three concrete 

steps. First, when the user asks a question, he obtains applicable patents for the topic. Second, it extracts 

concepts in the patent document from every single paragraph. All the derived ideas form the space of 

information for the question, and each sentence also reflects the extracted concepts. Finally, it uses linear integer 

programming to find a series of sentences, whose thoughts cover the space of information to the limit. 

Extraction of definition in our system of full coverage the definition is the basic unit of information 

representation. A theory can be a noun, a phrase, an entity named (e.g., person or location), or even a subtree of 

a sentence parsed with syntax. 

 

All definitions have a score of significance to the application. Concept scoring systems range from pure word 

frequency to advanced methods of machine learning. Candidate concepts are chosen using bigrams in our 

method, and are weighted using TF-IDF. In particular, all patents pre-processed by (1) sentence breaking, (2) 

part-of - speech marking, (3) stemming, and chunking of sentences. Then we compile all the extracted noun 

phrases from the patents (obtained by phrase chunking) and divide them further as candidate definitions into 

bigrams. The next move is to rate every single concept of candidate. We segment each patent document 

especially into five fields: title, description, claim, history, and other. Every field has a weight which represents 

its importance. 
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I. RELATED WORK 

As there are extensive data available on the literature for text summarization and patent information retrieval, 

but it is not possible to present all content in front of you, we have selected some of those most related to our 

research, ie Summary generation/text summarization in the patent as well as other documents 

 

Changjian Fang et al. [1] this paper recommends a novel co-ranking word-sentence concept called Co-Rank for 

automated extractive text summarization. Co-Rank incorporates the interaction between the word phrase and the 

graph-based rating pattern. The Co-Rank method can see as mutual support of terms and sentences on the basis 

that specific words will have prejudice weights. 

 

Ferreira et al. [2] Authors described three separate formulations used to test the strategies. The authors selected 

the best five results from the various test sets, one of which would achieve as best a combination of four 

methods: Word Frequency, TF / IDF, Lexical Similarity, and Sentence Length. Also selected was the "Text 

Rank Value" technique for having reasonable results for 2 of the 3 test data sets. ROUGE’s findings for 

quantitative assessment of the summaries were very similar to those obtained through the qualitative study. The 

equation TF / IDF is by far the most computationally costly of all tested processes. Methods The length of 

imprisonment and the amount of parole have the best balance between the execution period and the number of 

acceptable sentences.  

 

Y. Zhang et al. [3] A text summarization method focused on Convolutionary Neural Networks is proposed in 

this paper for learning sentence features and jointly performing sentence ranking. It transforms the ranking 

function into a process of regression. Our proposed structure requires no prior knowledge, and can, therefore, 

extended with different writing styles to various document review tasks. 

 

P. Sethi et al. [4] Authors were able to auto-summarize news articles & compare their summaries to determine 

which score parameters would help improve performance. In procedure, modified approaches used to exploit the 

idea that only news reports are dealing. They were just connecting nouns to lexical strings. 

  

A. T. Al-Taani et al. [5] in this article, the authors analyzed and examined ATS extractive-based strategies built 

for Arabic texts. Such methods shall include 1. Statistics Approaches. 2. Graphic-based methods. 3. Approaches 

for Artificial Learning. 4. Methods of clustering 5. Meta – Heuristic Analysis Approaches. 

 

P. P. Tardan et al. [6] it is noted that the writers used computational methodology techniques for this study, 

including sentence classification and sentence location functions. It describes the weak magnitude of the average 

outcome between the mathematical method and the qualitative research, plus the positive performance of the 

calculation of subjectivity. One of unimplemented elements of this research is elimination of sentences 

concerning trash. Junk sentences are sentences that have little connection with context of text. 

 

J. N. Madhuri et al. [7] Recognizing the required subsections of the text in discussion. Researchers proposed 

extractive summarization of records using a statistically innovative method focused on sentence recognition 

phrases. The collected sentences are created as a summary text and translated into audio formats. 

 

M. N. Uddin et al. [8] Study research has performed on document summarization, and the Bangla language 

summary Extraction has carried out. The critical drawback of the Bangla Interpretation is that it merely removes 

specific phrases from the text in discussion that is far more distinct from human summarizing. Another 

disadvantage is that often sentences that arrive early in the document have a higher probability of being in the 

description. 

 

X. Sun et al. [9] Reinforcement ranking of various representation units within the scientific paper on the 

Semantic Connection Network will substantially boost the paper's extractive description. It not only sets out a 

representation method focused on semantic modeling, but also verifies Semantic Link Network’s importance in 
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reflecting and defining substance of text. The suggested solution has consistent consistency of both the 

academic articles and the description of a particular text in the short press. 

 

A. P. Patil et al. [10] In fact, they are aimed at extracting a single English article, not exceeding 300 phrases in 

length, to a fraction of its original size while retaining cohesion, and then using a lexical database to abstract  

summary. To obscure analysis produced, software uses external tool WorldNet. WorldNet is a lexical database 

where terms are clustered across semitone relationships. Python's Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is used for 

accessing database via program. ROUGE used for assessment of summary. 

 

In this paper, H. T. Le et al. [11] introduced a general text summary process consisting of two stages: the 

removal of sentences and the combination of sentences. The sentence lessening stage is based on debating rules 

for removing unnecessary words at the beginning of a sentence, and on syntactic constraints for completing the 

abbreviated sentence ending. The combination stage of the sentence is based on a word graph to show the 

relationship between words, clauses, and penalties from the input text. Expending a word graph produces novel 

phrases that chain various sentences of data. Experimental results indicate that our approach to AS problem 

solving is promising. 

 

E. Naresh et al. [12]. In this survey paper, the writers presented a study of numerous documents using different 

strategies for categorizing and summarizing text. We can see that each of the methods has its advantages for 

specific applications. However, technologies like CNNs and RNNs were emerging to be very popular due to 

their benefits of back propagation and internal memory. 

 

Ramesh et al. [13]. In this study, authors introduce the focus encoder-decoder for the abstractive description 

function with favorable outcomes, substantially outperforming state-of-the-art findings on 2 separate datasets. In 

abstract summing up, each of their proposed experimental models tackles a particular issue, resulting in more 

efficiency improvements. They are also offering a new multi-sentence overview dataset and establishing 

benchmark numbers. They expect to concentrate on that data as part of future research, and create more reliable 

models for multi-phase summaries. 

Arpita Sahoo et al. [14], authors go through various methodologies and approaches for summarization of text 

documents. They say there's plenty of information available on the World Wide Web, and it's not possible to go 

through every article available to know document’s purpose and its utility. A review of these documents will 

therefore be more useful to the user in determining whether the accessible text is important or not, and it will be 

more efficient to derive the essence of each article. 

 

Okamoto et al. [15], Authors suggested a method for the analysis of claim structure that uses a technique for 

extracting information. Applying machine-based computing knowledge retrieval methods instead of utilizing 

just syntactic sorting is beneficial in reducing the expense of extracting and arranging essential words from 

patent claims. They also developed a computational method for the simulation of patent ideas and patent 

assessment and the quest for related patents. 

 

S. C. Gowri et al. [16], the authors of this article have analyzed a maximum inverted index as a reference for the 

procedure on string vectors for various methods of representation. Reflecting the text is easier than traditional 

methods by growing paper's pre-processing time and dimensionality, as well as making it simple to monitor 

whether each report is described in the same category. This research report's analysts concentrated on the 

encoding documents in string vectors by interpreting terms rather than numerical vectors. 

 

Chintan Shah et al. [17]. Using supervised and unsupervised deep learning methods, they have proposed a 

hybrid solution for a single-document text description scheme. Authors use Self Organizing Maps (SOM) to 

know the function and chart it, retrain apps for description on Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Their 

methodology offers significant change, and extractive summarization methods are effective. Extractive 
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summaries created by this approach sentencing scoring. But this method restricts their application to the single-

document path. 

 

Pattabhi R et al. This paper introduced a framework for the mining principle and abstract summarization of 

patent documents. It uses computational graphic formalism for representation. It obtains an average F-measure 

of 0.2198 ROUGE score, which is equivalent to the state of the art. The essential purpose of the current research 

was to determine how often capturing of a sentence structure and, therefore, of the text might help to produce 

descriptive summaries of the book. Use the conceptual graph helped catch the meaning and semantic and helped 

provide a theoretical description. [18] 

Brügmann S et al. [19], Researchers provided specialized techniques for patent analysis and definition that form 

part of TOPAS workbench. Each of these approaches meets IP practitioners' needs and represents a commitment 

to state-of-the-art patent documents handling. Its usage improves the reliability and precision of almost all 

specific patent applications, including the study of a particular patent or patent collection, the landscaping of a 

patent collection, and the scan for patents. Individual patent research is particularly beneficial, for example, 

from TOPAS innovations for more effective navigation in a license or for recognizing personal individuals. 

 

Tseng et al. [20]. Here outlines a sequence of mining techniques that correspond to theoretical method embraced 

by patent analysts and using them to train. Automating the whole process not only allows us to build final patent 

maps for the subject analysis, but it also promotes certain patent review activities, since each stage in this phase 

has its implementation.  

Niemann, H. et al. [21]. The authors had presented the patent in this article, which they describe with time as the 

deployment of patent clusters. To this motive, a standardized method consisting of five steps was created, and 

six design decisions relevant to those steps were addressing. In conjunction with bicycle technology, the area of 

carbon fibers was selected to explain the patent structure process, contributing to insights into the development 

of the technology sector over time. 

 

Brügmann S. et al., [22] introduce a patent documents information representation system and outline the design 

of strategies that enable the introduction of this framework into the patent production method. There are two 

styles of approaches questioned. First style strategies allow exposure to the substance of the patent documents 

presented in a text format – whether by the human user or the computer – by rephrasing and summarizing the 

documents and translating it into a standard semantics image.  

 

Lopatecki L et al. [23]. ―They introduce their research aimed at defining the hierarchy automatically within texts 

of full patent claims. Starting with a brief introduction to patent claims and common use cases for searching in 

claims, the findings of a preliminary background review of English claims from the European Patents Full text 

(EPFULL) database will be discussing. Also, point out some possibilities with which claim dependency is 

indicating in text‖.[23] 

 

Parapatics P, Dittenbach M et al. ―To boost the passing efficiency for more automated processing, they propose 

an approach to break patent claims into several sections. In this study, they explore how the structure of the 

statements can be used to split them into multiple components and rearrange them to enhance the performance 

of natural language processing systems, such as parsers for dependence, and increase readability‖.[24] 

 

K. H. Law et al. [25] this paper outlines a technical architecture focused on experience to enable the collection 

of patents and relevant material through several disparate and uncoordinated sources of information in the US 

patent network.  

 

Sheremetyeva S. et al. [26] propose an NLP approach to evaluate patent claims, mixing abstract grammar 

formalisms with data-intensive methods, thus improving the robustness of the study. Their analyzer's 

performance is a superficial inter-lingual representation capturing the form and meaning of an argument 
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document. The technique may be used in any application relating to patents, such as machine translation, 

enhanced readability of patent claims, collection of knowledge, compilation, description, creation, etc. 

 

Shinmori A, Okumura M (2004), et al. [27] proposed a framework for representing the patent claims structure 

and a method for the automatic analysis. A tool for clarifying terminology in patent claims and identifying 

informative parts of the detailed description section of patent requirements is examining. Authors 

wholeheartedly believe with both approaches that they will find patent statements easy to grasp. 

 

Shinmori A et al. [28]. They are researching NLP innovations to allow patent statements accessible faster. For 

this to happen, the definition of the comments must be defined descriptively. Authors notice that some popular 

phrases are used in claim definitions, and they can be used as clues to analyze the semantic framework of patent 

claims. By utilizing these cue words, they suggest a framework for evaluating the conceptual structure of patent 

claims and disclosing the assessment outcome. 

 

Verberne S et al. [29]. Within this article, they intend to validate and measure the problems found in the 

literature about the handling of patent claims. Authors concentrate on the following three issues, which are 

crucial to patent claim review in the context of the number of references in the articles on patent research and 

patent retrieval: (1) The duration of sentences is much longer than with the normal usage of language; (2) 

several modern words are used in patent claims which are complicated to comprehend; (3) the syntactic form of 

patent claims is complex. 

 

Wanner, L et al. [30]. They present ongoing work on an advanced patent-processing service PAT Expert in this 

article. PAT Expert’s fundamental premise is that to satisfy the demands of consumers of patent management 

systems, the quality of Patent information must be recourse. They implement a material description scheme for 

the design of patent documentation and sketch techniques, which facilitates the incorporation of this system into 

the patent processing cycle. 

 

Yang SY et al. [31], ―This paper describes strategies for extracting conceptual diagrams from a patent claim 

utilizing syntactic knowledge (POS, and tree of dependence) and semantic details (ontology of the background). 

Because of the proliferation of specialized domain words and the lengthy sentences in patent applications, it is 

complicated to explicitly submit an NLP Parser to decipher the simple texts in the patent argument. This paper 

uses strategies such as finite state machines, part-of-speech marks, definition maps, ontology of domain, and the 

tree of dependence to transform a patent assertion into an explicitly specified logical model‖. 

 

Avinash et. al [33] This paper gives a comprehensive review of all domains of Patent documents analysis. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, We discussed three incorporated aspects of patent mining methods, comprising enquiry generation 

to enhance patent retrieval efficiency, patent description to understand both the commonality and the distinction 

between patent pairs, and key patent mining from a large volume of patent documents. [3] 

 

Patent Retrieval: Patent recovery is a subdomain of knowledge recovery, in which patents are the basic elements 

to be sought. Patent scanning is radically different from searching general web records because of the features of 

patents and special conditions of patent retrieval. [4] 

 

A. Automatic extraction of keywords: Grounded on the exploration of patent official papers, our outline is 

capable of routinely extracting significant but unique keywords from a specific patent document which 

integrates special typescripts of patent documents. [3] 

 

B. Expansion of specific keywords: Based on the familiar base and tenure thesaurus, Our framework may 

expand a list of keywords relevant to a given query sentence. The expansion is achieved by integrating material 

proximity with topic pertinence. 
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C. Filtering of results with topic: ―Our system is able to retrieve appropriate patent documents based on the 

extended search query. The results are obtained by identifying all possible relevant patent documents and then 

filtering them within the relevant topics.‖[3, 6] 

 

Single Patent Document Analysis: “Patents are among the main invention paper carriers. In-depth review of 

patent records allows essential technological details and relationships to be uncovered, which can provide useful 

knowledge for developing R&D strategies.‖[7,8] 

 

Multiple Patent Document Analysis: Reviewing large volumes of patent documents would enable us to 

understand technological progress effectively, to understand modern developments and to capture the arrival of 

new technology. However, reviewing several patent documents is a non-trivial task, since there can be a lot of 

underlying relationships between various documents, which requires a lot of human efforts. 

III. SUMMURY OF  RESEARCH 

As per above discussion, all methods mention in existing systems are work for text classification and text 

categorization. Our problem statement is to generate a summary from multiple patents documents from different 

domains at same time. By considering need for research, we will mainly be focused on patent documents and 

generate comparative summary from multiple patent reports; it may broadly divide in component-wise summary 

of each story as well as whole document summary. This summary generation performance evaluated by using 

ROUGH matrix in existing system, and gives satisfied result [2],[10],[18], so will also carry forward same 

method for performance measure. As per some Author's discussion [15], [23], [27], [28][29]. Claim is one of 

most crucial parts of patent, and theirs is lack of research so that we will be focusing on Claim. Below are some 

of the well known techniques     

 

Sr. No. Method Explanation Formula 

1 Part of Speech (POS) 

Tagging 

Part of Speech Tagging is how to group 

or describe texts by speech form, such 

as nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives, 

etc. Numerous algorithms such as the 

Secret Markov model and the Viterb 

form of tagging POS will apply 

 

2 Stop Word Filtering Stop words are those removed prior to 

or post to text (corpus) has been 

processed; it is entirely non-objective 

depending on case. A, an, in, for 

instance may be viewed as stop terms 

and extracted from basic text. 

 

3 Stemming Stemming is a mechanism by which 

inflected (or often derived) verbs are 

reduced to their word stalk, base or 

origin. For instance, removing verbs 

from -editing, using singular rather than 

a plural noun etc. Numerous NLP 

instruments use stemmer algorithms. 
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4 Feature Calculation This attributes are usually used in 

sentence ranking to measure score of 

Sentence S, showing degree, whether it 

belongs to description or not. 

 

5 Title Similarity A sentence gets a strong notch if it has 

full amount of identical terms in text. 

Number of words will calculate subject 

similarities in subject conviction and 

overall number of words in  description 

f1= 𝑆∩𝑇  

            𝑡   

In formula; S = word set 

in sentence T = word set 

in title S = Related terms 

in sentence and document 

title 

6 Sentence Position In that feature its location in the text 

decides a sentence. If it is first five 

sentences of an article, the position of 

the sentence in a book gives the phrases 

meaning. First they take into 

consideration five essay sentences. 

F2 = 5/5 for 1st, 4/5 for 

2nd, 3/5 for 3rd,2/5 for 

4th, 1/5 for 5th,0/5 for 

other sentences. On the 

other hand, when 

determining the meaning 

of the sentence location a 

clear and straight 

calculation is used. 

F2 = 1, if the phrase 

begins in the text, f2 = 0, 

If the phrase starts in the 

middle of the paragraphs 

in the book, f2=1, if the 

phrase ends in the text. 
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7 Term Weight (Term 

frequency) 

―The cumulative weight for word is 

determined for paper by calculating tf 

and idf. Here idf corresponds to inverse 

frequency of documents, which literally 

says whether word is normal or 

uncommon among all documents‖.[12] 

wi = tfi.idfi  

      = tfi .log   𝑁  

                𝑛𝑖 

Tfi = phrase frequency I in 

text N = cumulative 

number of sentences ni = 

number of sentences I 

appears in. You can 

measure the function as 

follows.   

f3 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖(𝑆) 𝑘 𝑖=1  

𝑀𝑎𝑥(∑ 𝑊𝑖(𝑆𝑖𝑁) 𝑘 𝑖=1 ) 

k=numberof words 

sentence 

8 Sentence Length ―This feature is ideal for removing 

unnecessarily short sentences such as 

datelines or author names. Not needed 

to add brief sentences to the list‖.[13] 

f4 =  

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 

 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 

𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡 

𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 

9 Thematic Word It function refers to domain-specific 

words, which are supposed to appear as 

related subjects frequently in a 

document. The score for this feature is 

designed in phrase to complete 

definition of thematic terms in speech 

as an average of the sum of thematic 

terms. 

f5 =  

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡 𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑆 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 (𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 

𝑇 𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑) 

10 Proper Nouns ―Generally speaking, a sentence that 

contains proper nouns is important, and 

most likely includes them in the 

document description. The score for 

 

 

 

f6 =  
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this attribute is to measure significant 

sentence, which requires a maximum 

number of correct nouns, as the 

percentage of correct number nouns 

that appear in a paragraph over the 

length of a sentence‖.[14] 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟 

𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑆 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡  

11 Sentence to Sentence 

Similarity   

The formula for cosine similarity 

provides relation between statement S 

and each other. As vectors are defined 

word weight wi and wj of term t to n 

term in sentence Si and Sj.   

Similarity(Si, Sj) =  

∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑡𝑊𝑗𝑡 𝑁 𝑡=1 √∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑡 

2 𝑛 𝑡=1 √∑ 𝑊𝑗𝑡 2𝑛 𝑡=1 

f7=∑𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑆𝑖,𝑆𝑗) 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(∑𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(

𝑆𝑖,𝑆𝑗)) 

12 Numerical Data ―Generally speaking, a sentence that 

contains numerical details is important 

and most usually incorporates it in a 

document description. The score is 

calculated as a ratio of the sum of 

numerical data in sentence to sentence 

duration‖.[7,8] 

f8 =  

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 

𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑖n 𝑆 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡  

13 Bayesian Classifier ―Instead of a training collection of 

documents with hand-selected 

document extracts, construct a 

classification function that estimates 

the probability of including a given 

sentence in an extract. Then new 

extracts can be generated by ranking 

penalties according to this probability 

and selecting the top scoring ones listed 

by a number of users.‖[4,5] 

For. sentence we quantify 

the likelihood it will be 

included in a description 

of features S provided k  

from f 

j; j = 1…k, which can 

expressed using Bayes' 

rule as follows:  

P (s 𝜖 𝑆 | 𝑓1, 𝑓2, …, 𝑓𝑘) = 

 𝑃 (𝑓1, 𝑓2, 𝑓𝑘 | 𝑠 𝜖 𝑆) 𝑃 

(𝑠𝜖𝑆)    (𝑓1,2,…,𝑓𝑘) 

Assuming statistical 

independence of features:  

P(s 𝜖 𝑆 | 𝑓1, 2,.. 𝑓𝑘) =  

∏ 𝑃(𝑓𝑗| 𝑠 𝜖 𝑆) 𝑃(𝑠 𝜖 𝑆) 𝑘 

𝑗=1 ∏ /𝑃(𝑓𝑗) 

 

IV.CONCLUSION  

Before we perform this experiment our results support some of our speculations. Firstly, text description 

techniques aid in the study and arrangement of patents, either automatically or manually. It's because patents 
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appear to be lengthy, terminology-rich, and full of specifics, which can confuse human and computer subject 

research alike. Second, machine-derived summaries can be as useful as or even better than those manually 

collected. This can be seen by re- 

Inspection of individual words and higher coefficients. Third, in patent research, patent claim is proving very 

significant. 

 

Our results come to a conclusion, where we can use these ANNs to identify patents and see if they are as unfair 

as expected by the correlation coefficient. To find parallels between the two sentences apply the intersection 

matrix. Also, in the actual function of classification, the section excerpts should be contrasted with the full texts 

and other segments to demonstrate their advantages. To check those results, our future research will perform 

further experiments. Using multiple paper approaches to extractive summary generation for patents belonging to 

the same or different categories to enforce a patent summary process. 
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